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outbreaks, and disease management approaches based on biodiversity could backfire (13).
There is support for dilution effects and the key underlying
mechanisms in some systems (8, 14–16). Despite this, the generality of the dilution effect hypothesis remains contentiously
debated (13, 17, 18). For example, parasite dynamics may be
driven by the identity of the particular species present, rather
than diversity per se (17). In addition, some undisturbed habitats
(e.g., intact forests) can contain higher densities of parasites or
vectors than disturbed sites (13, 18). However, such comparisons
can inappropriately equate habitat disturbance with biodiversity
loss while ignoring other confounding factors (19).
We addressed the generality of the dilution effect hypothesis
with a formal meta-analysis. We searched the published literature for all available data sources, including experimental and
observational studies of human and wildlife diseases, to rigorously assess the generality of this phenomenon. We estimated
the effect of biodiversity on parasite abundance using the Hedges’ g effect size (thus negative values indicate dilution effects)
and used a multilevel model to include nonindependence among
effect sizes that arise from the same parasite species or experiments. Last, we compared the evidence for dilution effects with
the evidence for associational resistance, an analogous hypothesis that posits that plant diversity inhibits the abundance of
herbivores via mechanisms similar to those hypothesized to
drive dilution effects (20). If both of these natural enemies are
Significance
The dilution effect hypothesis suggests that diverse ecological
communities limit disease spread via several mechanisms.
Therefore, biodiversity losses could worsen epidemics that
harm humans and wildlife. However, there is contentious debate over whether the hypothesis applies broadly, especially
for parasites that infect humans. We address this fundamental
question with a formal meta-analysis of >200 assessments relating biodiversity to disease in >60 host–parasite systems. We
find overwhelming evidence of dilution, which is independent
of host density, study design, and type and specialization of
parasites. A second analysis identified similar effects of diversity in plant–herbivore systems. Thus, biodiversity generally
decreases parasitism and herbivory. Consequently, humaninduced declines in biodiversity could increase human and wildlife diseases and decrease crop and forest production.
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uman activities are dramatically reducing biodiversity (1),
and the frequency and severity of infectious disease outbreaks in human, wildlife, and domesticated species are increasing (2–5). These concurrent patterns have prompted
suggestions that biodiversity and the spread of diseases may be
causally linked. For example, the dilution effect hypothesis proposes that diverse host communities inhibit the abundance of
parasites through several mechanisms, such as regulating populations of susceptible hosts or interfering with the transmission
process (6–8). Thus, diverse communities may inhibit the proliferation of parasites, thereby promoting the stability of ecological communities and ecosystem services (e.g., nutrient cycling,
carbon sequestration, and natural product production) (9).
Understanding the generality of these dilution effects is crucial
for projections of future disease outbreaks, which can threaten
human health, species conservation, and ecosystem services (3, 9).
If biodiversity generally inhibits parasites, then human-driven
biodiversity loss could exacerbate disease risk for humans and
wildlife. Biodiversity conservation might then limit the abundance
of many parasites of wildlife and humans (10–12). However, if
parasites are unaffected or even stimulated by host biodiversity,
then human-mediated biodiversity loss might decrease the risk of
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Infectious diseases of humans, wildlife, and domesticated species
are increasing worldwide, driving the need to understand the
mechanisms that shape outbreaks. Simultaneously, human activities are drastically reducing biodiversity. These concurrent patterns have prompted repeated suggestions that biodiversity and
disease are linked. For example, the dilution effect hypothesis
posits that these patterns are causally related; diverse host
communities inhibit the spread of parasites via several mechanisms, such as by regulating populations of susceptible hosts or
interfering with parasite transmission. However, the generality of
the dilution effect hypothesis remains controversial, especially for
zoonotic diseases of humans. Here we provide broad evidence
that host diversity inhibits parasite abundance using a metaanalysis of 202 effect sizes on 61 parasite species. The magnitude
of these effects was independent of host density, study design,
and type and specialization of parasites, indicating that dilution
was robust across all ecological contexts examined. However, the
magnitude of dilution was more closely related to the frequency,
rather than density, of focal host species. Importantly, observational studies overwhelmingly documented dilution effects, and
there was also significant evidence for dilution effects of zoonotic
parasites of humans. Thus, dilution effects occur commonly in
nature, and they may modulate human disease risk. A second
analysis identified similar effects of diversity in plant–herbivore
systems. Thus, although there can be exceptions, our results indicate that biodiversity generally decreases parasitism and herbivory. Consequently, anthropogenic declines in biodiversity could
increase human and wildlife diseases and decrease crop and
forest production.

inhibited by host/plant diversity, then biodiversity might limit the
growth and potential impact of natural enemies generally (e.g.,
predators, parasitoids, etc.), increasing the production and stability of diverse communities (9, 21).
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Results and Discussion
First, we tested whether host diversity generally inhibits the abundance of parasites (e.g., infection prevalence for microparasites,
mean parasite load for macroparasites, density of infected vectors
for vector-borne parasites, or percent diseased tissue for plant
parasites). Our literature search on biodiversity and parasitism
yielded 202 effect sizes from 61 parasite species (Dataset S1). Our
dataset contained 47 species that exclusively infect wildlife hosts and
14 species that also infect humans. Most (168) effect size estimates
arose from manipulative experiments, and 34 were derived from
field observations. Species richness of the host community (including the focal host species and co-occurring or added species),
the dominant index of biodiversity, ranged from 1 to 32 in experiments and 1 to 757 in observational studies. Overall, the average
Hedges’ g for the effect of host diversity on parasite abundance was
g = –1.08 (±0.15 SE; P < 0.0001; Fig. 1A). Thus, the mean relationship between biodiversity and parasite abundance is significantly negative. Further, the magnitude of this effect size represents
strong evidence for the dilution effect across host–parasite systems
based on traditional categorizations of Hedges’ g (22).
Second, we tested whether several ecological factors could
explain variation in the effect of host diversity on parasite
abundance. Specifically, we tested whether the strength of dilution effects differed between (i) parasites that infect humans
vs. wildlife, (ii) macro- vs. microparasites, (iii) parasites with
complex vs. direct lifecycles, (iv) observational vs. manipulative
studies, and (v) specialist parasites vs. those able to infect the
multiple host species present. We then conducted a model selection analysis allowing for all possible combinations of main
effects and two-way interactions among these factors. We found

no evidence that the magnitude of dilution depended on any of
these factors (Fig. 1 B–F) or their interactions (Table S1). Thus,
dilution effects were generally robust across all ecological
contexts examined.
Although the strength of dilution effects did not differ among
any of the contrasts that we tested (Fig. 1 B–F), each group
yielded strong evidence for the dilution effect in these univariate
contrasts. Two critical results emerged. First, observational
studies yield a strongly negative mean effect of biodiversity on
disease. Thus, dilution is commonly observed in natural systems.
Second, there is strong evidence for the dilution effect for parasites that infect only wildlife and those that also infect humans
(vector-borne and non–vector-borne zoonotic parasites; Fig. 1B).
This suggests that human-induced biodiversity declines may
generally increase the abundance of zoonotic and vector-borne
parasites and consequently increase human disease risk. Therefore, biodiversity conservation may generally provide a concomitant benefit of reducing human disease risk. This result
contradicts an earlier meta-analysis that suggested an idiosyncratic effect of biodiversity on human parasites (23). However,
the previous meta-analysis only included field studies of six zoonotic human parasites and thus incorporated many fewer effect
sizes and parasite species. Consequently, the authors of this
previous meta-analysis acknowledged low statistical power to
detect a relationship between biodiversity and human disease risk
(19). Given that this prior meta-analysis focused only on very few
human parasites, its results should not be extrapolated broadly.
Compared with single-species populations, diverse communities can reduce the frequency (i.e., relative abundance or proportion) and/or density of focal hosts. Therefore, we next tested
whether the strength of dilution effects in manipulative experiments was related to focal host frequency or density. We used a
subset of our database (118 effect sizes from 19 parasite species)
that included all experiments that manipulated the density or
frequency of focal hosts in monospecific “control” treatments

Fig. 1. Results of the meta-analysis of the generality of the dilution effect hypothesis. (A) Overall, there was a strong negative relationship between host
diversity and parasite abundance. (B–F) The strength of dilution effects did not differ between (B) parasites that infect only wildlife and those that infect
humans, (C) parasites with complex and simple lifecycles, (D) microparasites and macroparasites, (E) specialist and generalist parasites, or (F) manipulative and
observational studies. Despite this lack of differences between groups, all groups exhibited significant evidence for the dilution effect [asterisks indicate
significant (P < 0.05) differences from zero]. Error bars represent ± SE.
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vs. wildlife), and parasite lifecycle and type (macro- vs. microparasite; Fig. 1). Thus, although there can be exceptions, our
results support the generality of the dilution effect hypothesis.
Our results highlight the need to move beyond debates over the
generality of the dilution effect and toward a mechanistic, predictive framework for biodiversity–disease interactions. Whereas
our meta-analysis suggests that the magnitude of dilution is
generally related to the frequency, rather than density, of focal
host individuals (Fig. 2), it was not designed to directly assess the
specific mechanisms driving dilution or amplification. Thus, we
call for increased focus on the mechanisms causing diversity–
disease patterns. For example, nonfocal host species can inhibit
disease spread by regulating host populations via competition or
predation, interfering with the transmission process, or altering
host behavior (6, 8). Theoretical models can generally delineate
which mechanisms can promote or inhibit disease (27, 28), but
experimental tests that assess the relative importance of these
mechanisms, their generality across disease systems, and their
dependence on temporal and spatial scales remain scarce. These
open issues represent increasingly important intersections among
ecology, conservation science, and epidemiology.
We also call for more ecologically relevant experimental tests of
the dilution effect. Our meta-analysis included 168 effect sizes
from manipulative experiments relevant to the dilution effect. A
slight majority, 89 (53%), of these effect sizes compare infection
risk for a single focal host species with risk in the presence of one
additional species. Such studies risk confounding the effect of
species diversity with that of the particular species added, a criticism of the dilution effect literature (17). However, several manipulative studies in our meta-analysis directly tested the
relationship between biodiversity and parasite abundance over
larger gradients of diversity [44 of these 168 effect sizes (26%)
used regression-based designs, including numerous combinations
of 1–32 species communities]. Therefore, we assessed the robustness of empirical evidence for the dilution effect by reanalyzing only those 44 empirical studies that spanned a gradient of
diversity. These empirical studies strongly support the dilution
effect hypothesis (g = −0.75 ± 0.13 SE; P < 0.0001). Importantly,
these regression-based studies yield effect sizes that are interpretable as standardized slopes relating parasite abundance to
host diversity along these broader gradients. Hence, the significantly negative effect sizes represent a broad negative effect of
host diversity on parasite abundance across realistic diversity
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contrasted with one or more “diverse” treatments to test whether
focal host density or frequency could explain variation in dilution
effects. We predicted that dilution effects would be largest when
focal hosts were reduced to low frequencies or densities. Indeed,
dilution effects were significantly stronger at low host frequencies (Fig. 2A). However, the strength of dilution was unrelated to
the standardized density of focal hosts (Fig. 2B). Thus, diverse
communities seem to most strongly inhibit parasites when they
reduce the frequency, rather than density, of key host species.
Consequently, biodiversity management programs may most efficiently reduce disease risk by minimizing the frequency of
highly competent hosts even without reducing the absolute
density of such hosts.
Finally, we incorporated effect sizes from two recent metaanalyses related to the associational resistance hypothesis in
plant–herbivore systems (20, 24) to test whether the strength of
dilution effects differed between herbivores and parasites. We
independently confirmed 136 effect sizes from 39 herbivore taxa
(reports on 32 individual species and 7 broader taxonomic/
functional groups; Dataset S2). The average effect sizes for
parasites and herbivores were g = −1.21 (±0.20 SE; P < 0.001)
and −0.71 (±0.21 SE; P = 0.001), respectively (Fig. 3). There was
no difference in the strength of dilution effects for parasites and
associational resistance for herbivores (P = 0.09). Thus, there is
broad evidence that biodiversity inhibits the abundance of both
types of natural enemies. Similar inhibitory effects of host/prey
diversity might then be likely for other types of natural enemies,
such as predators or parasitoids.
Our meta-analysis revealed strong, widespread inhibition of
both parasites and herbivores by diverse host communities (Fig.
3). However, biodiversity does not inhibit every enemy in every
system. As an example, in a grassland biodiversity experiment,
most foliar parasites significantly decreased with increasing plant
diversity, but a fungal leaf spot on one plant species increased
with diversity (25). There could be general ecological scenarios
in which positive diversity–disease relationships might arise. For
example, during succession or restoration, host species must
establish in a community before their parasites can invade (26).
More broadly, theoretical models suggest that the effect of biodiversity on disease depends on the traits of hosts, parasites, and
additional species (27, 28). However, our meta-analysis detected
dilution effects robustly across variation in study design, resistance traits of diluting hosts, host range of parasites (human

Fig. 2. Results of the metaregressions relating the strength of diversity to the (A) frequency and (B) density of focal host individuals in the experimental
communities. (A) Dilution effects were significantly stronger (i.e., more negative Hedges’ g) when the frequency of focal hosts was lower in the diverse
treatments. (B) In contrast, the strength of dilution was unrelated to the density of focal hosts. Solid lines indicate the fit of a multiple linear regression model
while holding the other factor constant at its mean value. Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence interval for these model fits.
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Fig. 3. Results of the meta-analysis of dilution effects in host–parasite and
plant–herbivore systems. Both natural enemy types were significantly
inhibited by host diversity [asterisks indicate significant (P < 0.05) differences
from zero]. Further, there was no significant difference in the strength of
dilution effects between parasites and herbivores. Error bars represent ± SE.

gradients. Thus, support for the dilution effect hypothesis does
not rest on comparisons between single- and two-species communities. The continued use of more realistic, species-rich
communities will greatly enhance the ecological relevance of
manipulative tests of the dilution effect (25), especially if they
are assembled (or disassembled) in ecologically realistic sequences (14).
Understanding the impact of biodiversity on outbreaks of
natural enemies is critical because human activities are dramatically reducing biodiversity (1) and outbreaks are increasing (2–
5). This meta-analysis provides broad quantitative evidence that
diverse communities inhibit the proliferation of parasites and
herbivores, two major classes of natural enemies, in both experiments and field surveys. These broad patterns suggest that
further human-mediated reductions in biodiversity could exacerbate pest outbreaks and impair human health, species conservation, and the stability and function of ecosystems. However,
these results also suggest that biodiversity conservation may yield
a promising strategy to minimize pest outbreaks and mitigate
these consequences. Nonetheless, a greater understanding of the
mechanisms underlying dilution effects is still needed to maximize the chances of success for control programs designed for
specific parasites or herbivores.
Materials and Methods
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Data Compilation. We sought to analyze all studies that examined the relationship between host diversity and the abundance of parasites [defined
functionally (29)]. We located studies in the Web of Science by searching for
several combinations of search terms: parasite, pathogen, diversity, richness,
evenness, dilution effect, and decoy effect (the final search was conducted in
October 2014). We identified additional papers by searching the literaturecited sections of these articles, as well as those of reviews and meta-analyses
of related topics (10, 13, 23). We included studies that performed surveys or
experiments in the field as well as laboratory or mesocosm experiments.
Selection Criteria and Data Collection. We only included studies that presented a measure of parasite abundance and a measure of host biodiversity.
Specifically, we only included studies that reported infection prevalence,
mean parasite load, density of infected vectors, or percent diseased tissue
because these quantities are the most relevant metrics of disease risk for
microparasites, macroparasites, vector-borne parasites, and plant parasites,
respectively. Overwhelmingly, host biodiversity was reported as species
richness, but occasionally a measure of evenness was reported. For experimental studies, species richness includes all taxa added by the experimenters.
In observational studies, species richness corresponds to a focal taxonomic or
functional group of host species as defined in the primary study (e.g., herbaceous plants, trees, birds, or small mammals).
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We extracted data from text and tables manually and from figures using
Plot Digitizer version 2.6.6 (plotdigitizer.sourceforge.net). In addition, we
recorded other data relating to the biology or methodology of each study. For
all studies, we recorded parasite and host taxa, type of parasite (infecting only
wildlife or also infecting humans), focal host species, associated species (i.e.,
additional species whose presence may dilute or amplify parasite abundance,
operationally defined as “potential diluters”), the diversity (e.g., richness) in the
treatments (or in the field survey), parasite functional group (macroparasite vs.
microparasite), parasite lifecycle (complex vs. direct), parasite specialization
(infecting only a focal host vs. capable of also infecting the associated, potential diluter species), and study design (manipulative vs. observational). For
manipulative experiments that compared individual monospecific control
treatments with one or more diverse treatments, we also recorded the frequency and standardized density of individuals of the focal host species in the
diverse treatments. We defined standardized density as the density of focal
hosts in a diverse treatment divided by their density in the monospecific control
treatment. Some of these frequency and density data were unavailable for
some effect sizes, which we omitted from that particular analysis.
Effect Sizes. Meta-analyses must be performed using a common measure of
the relationship in question for all included studies, an effect size (30). We
used Hedges’ g statistic as our measure of effect size. Most of the experiments in our analysis compared enemy abundance between a monospecific
control treatment and one or more diverse treatments. For these studies, we
directly calculated Hedges’ g statistic, a standardized measure of effect size:
g=

Y div − Y con
J,
s

[1]

where Y div is the mean enemy abundance in the diverse treatment, Y con is
the mean abundance in the control treatment, s is the pooled SD, and J is a
small-sample correction factor that reduces bias (30). When experiments or
field surveys related diversity to disease using linear regression, we converted the correlation coefficient to g using standard equations (30). In a
few cases, we refit linear regressions to datasets when the original publications only reported nonlinear regressions. Negative values of g indicate
reduced parasite abundance in diverse host communities, consistent with
the dilution effect hypothesis. In contrast, positive values represent a positive relationship between host diversity and disease.
Meta-Analytical Models. We analyzed these data with a multilevel randomeffects model (28). Our compilation of effect sizes showed a clear hierarchical structure; there were multiple effect sizes for some experiments and
some parasite species. Ignoring the nonindependence among effect sizes
induced by this structure exaggerates the information content of the primary data, leading to biased results and increased risk of type I error (28–30).
We accounted for the nonindependence among some effect sizes by specifying additional random effects for enemy species and experiments as well
as the estimated sampling covariance between effect sizes that shared some
experimental units (e.g., when two diverse treatments within a study could
be compared against the same control). We conducted this analysis using the
rma.mv function in the metafor package in the R statistical computing
language (31). We did not use funnel plots or rank correlation tests to assess
publication bias in this dataset, because these analyses are invalidated by the
presence of underlying heterogeneity among effect sizes, for example,
random effects of species and experiments described above (32).
Using the model described above, we first tested for the overall relationship
between host diversity and parasite abundance using the entire parasite database. Next, we tested for context dependence in the magnitude of dilution
effects. We conducted a model selection analysis in which we fit all possible
combinations and two-way interactions among five binary factors that might
explain variation in the effects of diversity on parasite abundance: parasite
functional group (macroparasite vs. microparasite), parasite lifecycle (complex
vs. direct), parasite specialization (infecting only a focal host vs. capable of also
infecting the associated potential diluter species), study design (manipulative
vs. observational), and parasite type (infects humans vs. infects only wildlife).
We omitted a small number of the possible models because they could not be
fit due to multicollinearity among some predictors. We obtained the top 20
models (according to the corrected Akaike information criterion) from this set
using a genetic algorithm implemented with the glmulti package in R (33).
We then tested whether the effect of biodiversity on parasites was related
to the frequency or density of focal hosts in diverse communities. Using a
subset of the parasite database, manipulative experiments that reported the
density and frequency of focal hosts in control and diverse treatments, we fit
a metaregression model containing both terms and their interaction but
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analyses of the associational resistance hypothesis (10, 21). In 32 cases,
herbivore taxa were reported as individual species, and in 7 cases they were
reported as larger taxonomic/functional groups (e.g., leaf rollers, lepidopterans, or insects). We tested for differences in dilution effects in parasite
and herbivore systems using a multilevel random-effects model with a single
fixed factor (natural enemy: parasite vs. herbivore) and random effects and
estimates of sampling variance/covariance as described above.
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Comparison with Herbivores. We independently confirmed 136 effect size
estimates on 39 herbivore taxa relating herbivore abundance to plant biodiversity in experimental or observational plots from two recent meta-
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removed the interaction term because it was nonsignificant (P = 0.35). We
plotted the predicted values from the resulting metaregression against the
observed effect size estimates and rescaled the size of each data point
according to its sampling variance.
We also assessed the robustness of empirical evidence for the dilution
effect hypothesis by reanalyzing only those 44 effect sizes that arose from
empirical studies that spanned a gradient of host diversity using a regressionbased design. Using this subset of the data, we fit a meta-analysis model as
above with an intercept only to characterize the mean effect size from these
44 studies.
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